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Abstract

In recent years, Utah has become one of the fastest growing states in population and economy.
Integral to this growth are the many fast-growing industries fueled by Utah's prime geographic
location in the supply chain, natural and recreational resources, and social resources, either
governmental or nonprofit sponsored. This white paper focuses on the last metric as a component
of growth, specifically, international nonprofit work. The Utah Council for Citizen Diplomacy
research explores the demographic reach of international nonprofits and what benefits they bring
to the Utah economy and its populace. Covid-19 and inflationary pressures have created an
increased demand for international nonprofit services with a reduced supply of funding, workers,
and volunteers. Qualitative and quantitative analysis and narratives gathered from Utah
organizations demonstrate these challenges, and we offer recommendations by which to address
them.

Literature Review

In 2006, economic statistician Arthur C. Brookes published his book on charitable giving as a
stimulator of economic growth and stability. Contrary to his assumptions, the more people
engage in charitable activities such as donating and volunteering, the more likely they will enjoy
better health, happiness, and economic prosperity. For example, he notes, "the volunteer is nine
percentage points more likely to say that he or she is very happy than the identical nonvolunteer,
and 4 points more likely to say that his or her health is excellent." 1 This trend is particularly
significant in the economic growth of the industry. According to a University of Warwick
publication, workers who identify as happy are 13% more productive in the workplace.2 Greater
productivity means more significant growth consistently, thereby increasing aggregate economic
gains for employers and employees. Brooks demonstrates that economic gains also extend
through charitable giving in a significant return on investment (ROI). " In 2004, $100 in extra
income per American drove about $1.47 in charitable giving per person. At the same time, a
dollar in charitable giving stimulated more than $19 in income. At the national level, a 1 percent
increase in national giving—about $1.9 billion in 2004—appeared to increase real GDP by about
$36 billion." Opportunities for charitable donations and service are of great interest to
policymakers and taxpayers, particularly through the current economic climate.

During times of economic hardship, the nonprofit sector is unevenly impacted. "[Nonprofit]
closure rates during the [2007-2009 Great] recession were highest for international, public,
societal benefit; religious; and mutual/membership benefit organizations—and lowest for human
services and environmental public charities."3 In crises, organizations focused on meeting basic

3 Dietz, Nathan, and Ruth McCambridge. "Nonprofits in Recession: Winners and Losers.", 19 March, 2020,
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/the-great-recession-nonprofit-winners-and-losers/.

2 Said Business School. “Happy Workers Are 13% More Productive.” University of Oxford. Accessed August 24,
2022. https://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2019-10-24-happy-workers-are-13-more-productive.

1Brooks, Arthur C. Who Really Cares?: The Surprising Truth about Compassionate Conservatism: America's
Charity Divide--Who Gives, Who Doesn't, and Why It Matters. New York: BasicBooks, 2007.
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human needs (such as food banks and housing services) are typically prioritized.4 While this
category is essential for short-term survival, long-term closure of other categories results in
education and wealth growth discrepancies for minority populations that are most served by
nonprofits. In addition, reductions in government funding have been found to suppress the
growth of the nonprofit sector.5 During the Great Recession, 61 percent of nonprofit executive
directors reported that their organizations had experienced government funding cuts.6 Financial
reliance on individuals, businesses, and the government makes the nonprofit sector particularly
vulnerable in times of economic upheaval.

The benefits of nonprofit organizations extend beyond the economic advances of individuals
who donate and volunteer. While organizations are led through grants and donations, they still
operate similarly to a for-profit organization with salary/wage processes, demand for technology,
marketing, and other resources, contributing equally to supply and demand systems. The
National Center for Charitable Statistics reports that nonprofits make up 5.6% of the US
economy, 10.2% of US companies, and roughly 10% of the US national labor force.7 With a
reported US labor force of 164.376 million in May 2022, nonprofits employ nearly 16.5 million
Americans.8 In Utah, May 2022 averages report a labor force of 1,722,826. Assuming that Utah
follows at least the national rate of nonprofit workers, there are a predicted 172,282 paid Utah
laborers in the nonprofit sphere. Nonprofits, therefore, represent significant importance to the
health of the Utah economy, and it is in the best interest of lawmakers and businesses to support
them. While there is a range of literature surrounding the benefits of and recommendations for
nonprofits in general, no scholarship focuses specifically on international nonprofits and what
they bring to the Utah economy and population.

Understanding and addressing this sector's needs is vital due to its significant impact on Utah's
present and future. This paper seeks to bridge this knowledge gap about the benefits of
international nonprofits within Utah in three sections: demographics of international nonprofits,
economic impact, and social impact, as well as problems faced and recommendations to address
by Utah governing bodies.

8 (Table A-1. Employment status of the civilian population by sex and age - 2022 Q02 Results. (n.d.). Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Retrieved August 1, 2022, from https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.t01.htm

7Ariella, Sky. “25 Nonprofit Statistics [2022]: How Many Nonprofits Are in the US?” Zippia 25 Nonprofit Statistics
2022 How Many Nonprofits Are In The US Comments. Zippia, July 30, 2022.
https://www.zippia.com/advice/nonprofit-statistics/.

6 Milway, Katie S. Managing through Tough Times Survey Themes. The Bridgespan Group, 2008.

5 Bae, Kwang B., and Hosung Sohn. "Factors Contributing to the Size of Nonprofit Sector: Tests of Government
Failure, Interdependence, and Social Capital Theory." Voluntas (Manchester, England), vol. 29, no. 3, 2018, pp.
470-480. CrossRef, https://www.jstor.org/stable/45105466, doi:10.1007/s11266-017-9888-3.

4 Pratt, Jon, and Kari Aanestad. "Deconstructing the (Not-so-Great) Nonprofit Recession.", 18 March, 2020,
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/deconstructing-the-not-so-great-nonprofit-recession/.
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Methodology

We define Utah international nonprofits as any 501(C)(3) entity that is tax registered and active
as of 2021, according to the Internal Revenue Service. Organizations must reside within
geographic Utah and have a solid connection to Utah constituents, whether volunteers,
employees, donors, or board members. (State-level organizations that are part of a national
system of international nonprofits are also included in this analysis. Other tax-exempt
organizations registered under the International Revenue Tax Code 501(C) section are not
included in this analysis due to their close integration with for-profit entities.) To fall within our
international definition, nonprofits must have at least one or more significant programs or
projects that:

● Directly interact with immigrant populations or ethnic communities within Utah
● Connect people of Utah with international experiences, whether in Utah or globally.
● Work in conjunction with partner organizations to address an international constituency,

including the sovereign indigenous nations.

Research for this paper was conducted over multiple months using qualitative and quantitative
methods. First, active 501(C)(3) Utah international nonprofits were identified using resources
from Utah Nonprofits Association and Guidestar. Next, all were contacted and invited to
participate in focus groups. To enhance the qualitative gathered in the focus group, each
participant was provided with a summary of the challenges facing Utah nonprofits generally. We
encouraged them to consider what was missing from that list and what problems might be
particularly acute in the Utah context. Thirteen organizations were represented and discussed the
nature of their work and the difficulties faced. Their responses were recorded and categorized
into issue groups. Additionally, we collected qualitative data about all tax-active organization's
programs, employees, board members, volunteers, and 990 tax filings, including revenue and
expenditures from 2019. These were used to determine employment contributions, charitable
donations, and volunteer hours contributing to the Utah economy. The analysis included
comparisons of domestic earnings and expenditures and highlighted the number of organizations
with significant international expenditures. These expenditures were separated from the overall
financial gain in domestic Utah.

Organizations were categorized into program types: refugees/immigrants, education, economic
development, cultural outreach, minority associations, health, service trips, policy advocacy,
multi-purpose, and others, respectively. Other categories included less than four organizations,
including orphanages, tech, and elder assistance.

Limitations

Due to organizational limitations, we could not determine how much international nonprofit
expenditures are made internationally (or those not benefitting the domestic Utah economy).
While Covid-19, global conflict, and global inflation in the past three years has significantly
impacted international nonprofits' financial health, delays in IRS processing and government
grants have limited our analysis of financial trends to FY 2019. Additionally, many international
nonprofit organizations are led by different processes with different tracking and reporting.
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While we controlled data, the margin of error must be acknowledged. For example, a significant
number of organizations did not report volunteer hours or the number of volunteers, thus limiting
our analysis of total volunteerism within the category. Many organizations in our study do not
track ROI and have limited access to quality accounting, thus limiting in-depth financial analysis
within their communities and donors. Additionally, due to the pandemic and economic downturn,
much of the data gathered may be significantly altered from the organization's usual financial
and social demographics. Our small capacity limited access to more in-depth economic and
social impact analysis that could greatly benefit understanding this topic.

Demographic Overview of International Nonprofits

According to the Utah Nonprofit Association (UNA) 2022 report, there are 9,019
functioning 501(C)(3) nonprofits in Utah. By our definition, roughly 2% (164) of
those are internationally focused and active. The reported numbers of staff in these organizations
are 1798 paid staff, with 75 organizations that did not report. Additionally, there are 819 active
board members, with 65 organizations that did not report. This reflects a significant number of
individuals and households that rely on international nonprofits for careers, impacting the overall
Utah labor market. As board members, on average, work 5-10 hours per month at their
organization, 819 reported individuals are giving roughly 73,710 hours of charitable service per
year. (There was not significant enough reporting on annual volunteer hours).

Utah’s international nonprofits are spread across 11 Utah counties and are available to roughly
2,890,251 Utahns. (See map above). While organizations in this study have a global focus, only
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34.6% serve demographics outside of the United States, while the majority, 65.4%, serve a
domestic target population, the majority of which is a minority. (See figure below).

Utah nonprofits serve eight primary categories, including: Service trips (6.7%), policy advocacy
(2.5%), minority associations (17.8%), economic empowerment (11.7%), refugee and immigrant
services (9.8%), cultural outreach (16.0%), health services (6.1%), and education (20.2%).  4.9%
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of organizations addressed multiple categories, and 4.3% addressing "other," which are niche
issues such as elder assistance, orphanages, and tech. (See figure above.)

Utah stands as one of the more homogenous States within the United States, with the white
demographic representing 85.1% of the total population. Despite this, 100% of international
nonprofit organizations serve ethnic minorities domestically or internationally. This is a notable
comparison across the different counties in which they serve.

The graph below shows that while a very small percentage of the county labor force works for
international nonprofits, a large percentage of minority populations rely on them for resources.
Hispanic peoples represent the majority of these minorities.9 Without effective government and
community support of these organizations, resource access for minority populations is limited,
thereby increasing the importance of international nonprofits.

County
County
Labor Force

Employed by
International
Nonprofits

% of the Labor
Force Employed
by International
Nonprofits

% of
Minority
Population
in County

Number of
International
Nonprofits

Cache County 71,056 26 0.04% 16.40% 2
Carbon County 8,504 0 0.00% 17.20% 1
Davis County 184,178 65 0.04% 16.80% 7
Iron County 27,744 8 0.03% 14.60% 1
Salt Lake County 627,191 1456 0.23% 29.50% 111
Summit County 26,181 39 0.15% 15.60% 2
Tooele County 37,353 10 0.03% 18.10% 1
Utah County 348,665 147 0.04% 18.10% 28
Wasatch County 17,595 2 0.01% 16.80% 2
Washington
County 86,177 0 0.00% 16% 3
Weber County 135,029 30 0.02% 24.10% 2
UNAFFILIATED
10 15 4
Utah (STATE) 1,722,826 1798 0.10% 14.90% 164

10 Organizations without a reported address or headquarters

9 U.S. Census Bureau. “Utah Counties by Population.” Utah Outline. Accessed August 24, 2022.
https://www.utah-demographics.com/counties_by_population.
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ECONOMIC IMPACT

In a 2019 study by WalletHub, Utah was ranked the number one most charitable state.11 While
trends indicate politically liberal states are far more likely to have high charitable giving metrics,
Utah remains at the top, a largely conservative state. What is notable about this ranking is that
charitable giving is, in fact, an indicator of an individual's economic success. As mentioned in
the literature review section of this paper, economic statistician Arthur C. Brookes demonstrated
this in his research, explaining the various benefits of charitable giving in terms of increased
happiness, health, and economic growth. People who volunteer report greater health and
happiness than the identical non-volunteer. Additionally, $1 charitably given stimulated more
than $19 in income. Psychologists note the significant connection between charitable giving and
increased positive self-perception. Such an increase results in an increased positive mental state
or happiness.

A study by Warwick University Economists, published in the Journal of Labor Economics, found
that workers were 13% more productive when they were happy.12 Happy employees work faster
and more efficiently without quality loss. This, in turn, stimulates business growth and economic
increase for workers. The spillover effect from increased workers' salaries results in aggregate
economic growth, thereby expanding benefits to Utah businesses and homes across the board.
While Utah's economic success and stability can largely be attributed to economic policy
foresight by lawmakers, it follows that the sustained charitable giving by Utahns during
Covid-19 and conflict has maintained a certain level of economic prosperity. Such charitable
giving of time, money, and resources is facilitated and promoted by many nonprofit
organizations serving underrepresented or at-risk populations in Utah. On a state level, trends of
economic increase hold. According to AmeriCorps, 51.0% of Utah residents volunteer, ranking
them first among states. Their volunteer service is worth an estimated $3.2 billion annually. 13

In our financial analysis, we found that most (67 organizations) of the tax-active international
organizations in Utah filed in 201914. Nationally, only 35 percent of nonprofits registered with
the IRS in 2016 were required to file a Form 990, Form 990-EZ, or Form 990-PF.15 These are
only filed when the organization is large enough to warrant one. According to our analysis,
26.4% (43) of the Utah international nonprofits were not required to file a 990 in 2019 or in

15 The Nonprofit Sector in Brief 2019 | National Center for Charitable Statistics. (2020, April 6). National Center for
Charitable Statistics. Retrieved August 1, 2022, from
https://nccs.urban.org/publication/nonprofit-sector-brief-2019#finances-01

14 Other organizations were filed in previous years. Their tax active status is still maintained as the IRS allotted
surplus filing time for organizations due to the Pandemic.

13 AmeriCorps. "Volunteering in America: States.", 2021,
https://americorps.gov/sites/default/files/document/Volunteering_in_America_States_508.pdf.

12 “Happy Workers Are 13% More Productive.” University of Oxford News. University of Oxford. Accessed August
24, 2022. https://www.ox.ac.uk/news/2019-10-24-happy-workers-are-13-more-productive.

11 McCann, Adam. “Most Charitable States for 2022.” WalletHub, November 9, 2021.
https://wallethub.com/edu/most-and-least-charitable-states/8555.
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previous years due to their small size.16 This indicates that many Utah organizations are small
and therefore have more limited capacity to serve the target demographic. 17.2% (28) of active
organizations did not have information regarding their tax information and are therefore
excluded from analysis, although their financial information does contribute to the Utah
economy. Deeper research on this is warranted.

Of the reported tax filings, including the 2018-2020 fiscal years, there was $79,101,454.44 gross
revenue (this represents only 56.4% of international nonprofit revenue as there were many
unreported). In these same years, there were $72,448,223.83 of overall expenditures. That means
international nonprofit organizations have generated a gross positive of $6,653,230.60 in the
Utah economy from 2018-2020. Due to our limited access to financial records, it is unclear how
much expenditures or net revenue is spent outside Utah. However, as indicated in the previous
section, only 34.6% of organizations hold significant programs that function outside Utah. Our

estimation shows less than 34.6% of overall expenditures are removed from Utah, leaving more
than $47,381,138.38 of expenditures within Utah. Considering the administrative costs of
directors, staff, marketing, and facility, the amount of expenditure remaining in Utah may be
considerably more significant. Unfortunately, we cannot track how net revenue trends have
altered over the past years. However, such an analysis would yield valuable information on the
domestic economy's deeper economic benefits of internationally focused organizations.

16 Tax year is taken from 2019 to account for pandemic delays in IRS filing.
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SOCIAL IMPACT

Utah international nonprofits have a broad social impact on the minority populations of Utah. As 
a largely homogenous state with 85.14% of its population being caucasian, it follows that many 
of the services offered by nonprofits and government organizations alike would address the 
needs of the majority. However, international nonprofits were found to address the needs of 
minority populations within Utah solely.

A Kem C. Gardner Institute publication reported roughly 25,000 documented immigrants, 
refugees, or other newly patriated persons in 2021.17 The number of immigrants in a transitionary 
period is much larger, accounting for five years of educational, cultural, and language integration. 
Our research indicates that roughly 9.8% of international nonprofit organizations in Utah focus 
on this demographic in the first years of migration, with 17.8% of organizations providing 
minority associations for the subsequent years of cultural adjustment and maintenance. While 
Utah is a largely welcoming state to newly patriated persons, there are few state resources that 
adequately address the needs of these groups regarding housing, education, and cultural 
assimilation. Nonprofit organizations, therefore, bridge the demand gap with 33 organizations 
offering educational programs, 16 organizations offering cultural integration programs for 
refugees and immigrants, and 19 organizations providing economic development resources such 
as job searching, business training, etc. All Utah international nonprofit organizations with an 
international program focus partner with global affiliates to address their target demographic. 
These partnerships include paid international staff, international board members, international 
affiliate organizations, or community connections. While we are limited in measuring the social 
impact of this category, the following narratives display just some of the impact achieved by the 
organizations.

Utah Council for Citizen Diplomacy
The Utah Council for Citizen Diplomacy works tirelessly in conjunction with the Department of 
State to facilitate diplomatic visits to Utah like the International Visitors Leadership Program
(IVLP), Fee for Service (FFS), and Young Leaders of the Americas Initiative (YLAI). These 
programs promote improved business and governing practices abroad and form goodwill 
connections between United States citizens and international visitors. For example, in 2019, 
Ruben Sargsyan visited Utah as an IVLP participant to examine labor rights. As the Deputy 
Minister of Labor and Social Affairs in Armenia, he has a significant role in designing and 
implementing labor rights practices in his country. During his visit, he met with Utah Department 
of Labor Forces leaders. This meeting was influential in developing more egalitarian systems for 
Armenia, which launched in April of the following year. He said of the experience, "A new 
system was launched- Unified Social Service, which is quite close to Utah's Department of Labor 
Forces. The new system is still developing, and in this context, the experience in Utah is very 
important.”18 This connection has benefited the development of Armenian government programs
17 Kem C. Gardner Institute. (n.d.). Popest agesexrace - kem C. gardner policy institute. University of Utah. 
Retrieved October 4, 2022, from https://gardner.utah.edu/wp-content/uploads/PopEst-AgeSexRace-FS-Aug2020.pdf

18 Hardy, Ruth. “Friends of Utah: Ruben Sargsyan.” The Utah Council for Citizen Diplomacy. The Utah Council for 
Citizen Diplomacy, June 26, 2022.
https://utahdiplomacy.org/newsroom/diplomacy-in-action/item/578-friends-of-utah-ruben-sargsyan.
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and formed a connection between Armenia and Utah that can lead to further economic and
government collaboration.

The Academy for Creating Enterprise
The Academy for Creating Enterprise (ACE) is a self-reliance-focused organization providing
international economic and business development programs. Programs include training
programs, workshops, and networks of support chapters in each region that provide educational
tools. ACE was established in the Philippines in 1999 and has since expanded to Mexico, Brazil,
Peru, Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador, and Bolivia. Each country has a native country director and
staff to oversee the operations and lead with cultural complexities. Training and workshops are
designed to help native people build or refine their businesses to be more successful and better
provide for themselves, family, and the community. One of their participants, Ferdinand Obias, is
an ACE chapter member in Cavite, the Philippines who was forced to close his small tech repair
business in March of 2020 due to pandemic lockdowns. He discovered ACE, which had just
begun offering webinars on business practices.

"I was so lucky because I was chosen in one of the webinars to receive mentoring
from a great mentor who helped me to see some practical applications of the
principles taught by the Academy. After the mentoring session, my eyes were
opened to many opportunities for my business to thrive in this time of the
pandemic.”19

Through the mentorship of ACE programs, Ferdinand renegotiated rent, cut business expenses
by altering supplier delivery practices, improved communication with customers, and created a
pay-in-advance plan/deposit plan, thereby eliminating the need for additional capital for
inventory. Once lockdowns were lifted, Ferdinand could reopen his shop and expand his business
further, thanks to the cost-saving processes that ACE programs taught. His economic success
provided stability to the community during the lockdown and beyond.

Youthlinc and Save Community Initiative
In April 2019, Mutemberezi Pascal visited Utah through the Department of State International
Leadership Program (IVLP), which explored nonprofit work and civic engagement. During this
visit, Mr. Pascal met with leaders of Youthlinc, an organization that works to engage youth with
international service experiences, domestic service experiences, and advanced education.
Impressed by their drive to create lifelong humanitarians, Mr. Pascal suggested a partnership. At
this same time, Justin Powell, director of Youthlinc, was also in conversation with Dr. Shannon
Peterson of Utah State University (USU) at the time to create international study abroad
programs for students covering conflict resolution. Realizing the ideal connection between the
two, Mr. Powell, Mr. Pascal, and Dr. Peterson combined forces to create a USU study abroad
program in Rwanda facilitated by Mr. Pascal. On a scouting trip there, Mr. Powell again
recognized the great potential this connection could also have for Youthlinc's international
programs. Both programs were planned and completed this year with the hopes of returning.

19The Academy for Creating Enterprise. Accessed August 24, 2022. https://www.the-academy.org/.
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University students worked in conjunction with a local Kepler University to help with Rwandan
refugee programs, while Youthlinc participants engaged directly with Mr. Pascal's organization,
"Save Community Initiative," in its efforts to empower and educate young people, particularly
girls. Mr. Powell noted that connection provides a cross-cultural relationship that "helps us be
better global citizens, Americans, and neighbors." It deconstructs the idea of Africa as
homogenous and helps participants understand and appreciate the complexity and beauty of
different cultural and ethnic identities. The partnership of these two organizations resulted in a
three-fold benefit, providing Youthlinc, USU students, and Save Community Initiative with
meaningful engagement. First, it allowed them to benefit from service and learn from one
another the meaning of lifelong humanitarian and soft diplomacy.

PROBLEMS FACED

Increased Need
The Covid-19 pandemic and global inflation have exacerbated many of the problems already 
faced by nonprofit organizations in their attempt to address the needs of target populations. A 
2021 report by the Utah Nonprofit Association revealed that 74% of all Utah nonprofits reported 
increased demand for services. Respondents of the survey also projected a 37% decline in 
staffing levels for 2021 compared to 2019.20 The international nonprofits in our qualitative study 
indicated the same trend, noting that the decreased funding sources and the rising cost of living 
have made it difficult to offer competitive wages for necessary talent and continue to fund 
quality programs.

The University of Utah's Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute reported that "race, ethnicity, and sex 
indicators in Utah show significant differences in economic, education, health, and housing 
outcomes. These differences, while multi-layered and complex, show Utah's minority 
populations (with a few notable exceptions, especially among the Asian population) are more 
likely than Utah's White population to have less income and wealth, higher poverty rates, lower 
educational achievement, and attainment, less home ownership, and higher housing cost 
burdens."21 Such discrepancies are compounded by rising inflation, increased housing costs, 
educational disruption, and health crises. Salaries and wages, while rising, have not kept up with 
inflation, rent has increased 10.1% over the past year, and education opportunities have been 
stifled for those without access to technology.22 As a result, organizations like DBA Tech 
Charities (which donate computers to minority households) become more significant for the 
success of these populations. Yet, with fewer resources, they cannot offer the same services as 
before, let alone increase services to meet demand. This barrier extends to the many other 
organizations that are attempting to provide housing assistance and educational support.
20 Utah Nonprofit Association. “Utah's Nonprofit Sector.” Nonprofit Sector Report. Accessed August 24, 2022. 
https://utahnonprofits.org/images/pdfs-doc/2022_Nonprofit_Sector_Report.pdf.
21“Diversity in Utah Data Book.” Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute, May 6, 2021.
https://gardner.utah.edu/diversity-in-utah-data-book/.
22Moeller, Merri. “Utah Rent Prices among Fastest-Rising in Nation.” KSLTV.com, May 26, 2022.
https://ksltv.com/493945/utah-rent-prices-among-fastest-rising-in-nation/#:~:text=The%20rent%20increase%20of%
2010.1,at%20the%20University%20of%20Utah.
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Reduced Funding
During times of economic hardship, the sector is not evenly impacted. "[Nonprofit] closure rates
during the [2007-2009 Great] recession were highest for international, public, societal benefit;
religious; and mutual/membership benefit organizations—and lowest for human services and
environmental public charities." 23 In crises, organizations focused on meeting basic human
needs (such as food banks and housing services) are typically prioritized. 24

A study by the Urban Institute reports that 2020 represented a negative shift in charitable giving.
This decline significantly impacts small nonprofits (those with expenses less than $500k) who
rely on donations for roughly 30% of their income. 25 Nearly 88% of international nonprofits in
Utah fall in this "small nonprofit" category, thereby indicating a shifting reliance from
discretionary funding to government and foundation grants.  A report by the Economics
Observatory explains that economic downturns and recessions also significantly impact the value
of donations. Rising costs and high inflation reduce the financial capacity, so the organization
can afford less even if numerical donations remain the same.26 Rising overhead costs in Utah
further exacerbate this decreased value of donations. KSL Unaffordable Utah series reports that
rental prices increased by 10.1% from 2021 to 2022, indicating a higher cost of living for
workers who rent and for the organization to pay for its building and electricity. 27

Some organizations from our qualitative study explained that relying on donations from a few
wealthy individuals is easier and more cost-effective. This relationship allows organizations to
build rapport and have better access to donations with less effort. This approach, however, lends
to the individual using their position as valuable donors to influence how the nonprofit is run.
Conscious of this, nonprofit directors are trying to diversify funding sources where possible and
are therefore turning towards grant funding, allowing for greater autonomy.

27Moeller, Merri. “Utah Rent Prices among Fastest-Rising in Nation.” KSLTV.com, May 26, 2022.
https://ksltv.com/493945/utah-rent-prices-among-fastest-rising-in-nation/#:~:text=The%20rent%20increase%20of%
2010.1,at%20the%20University%20of%20Utah.

26Sarah Smith University of Bristol View Profile. “What Happens to Charitable Giving in a Recession?” Economics
Observatory, August 15, 2022.
https://www.economicsobservatory.com/what-happens-to-charitable-giving-in-a-recession#:~:text=While%20recessi
ons%20don't%20necessarily,vulnerable%20is%20likely%20to%20grow.

25 Urban Institute. “Research Report Nonprofit Trends and Impacts 2021 - Urban Institute.” Nonprofits Trends and
Impact. Accessed August 24, 2022.
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/104889/nonprofit-trends-and-impacts-2021_2.pdf.

24 Pratt, Jon, and Kari Aanestad. "Deconstructing the (Not-so-Great) Nonprofit Recession.", 18 March, 2020,
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/deconstructing-the-not-so-great-nonprofit-recession/.

23 Dietz, Nathan, and Ruth McCambridge. "Nonprofits in Recession: Winners and Losers.", 19 March, 2020,
https://nonprofitquarterly.org/the-great-recession-nonprofit-winners-and-losers/.
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As international nonprofits in Utah are forced to rely more on grant funding to remain functional,
the competition for receiving grants increases with no increased grant options. Most of the
organizations in our study did not report having a professional grant writer, which decreases their
competitiveness in receiving funding. In Salt Lake City, hiring a grant writer costs, on average,
$32 per hour or an annual salary of roughly $66,000,28 a cost that is off the radar for many small
organizations, including those in our qualitative study. As a result, organizations are forced to
take the task upon themselves, which comes at a high cost in time. The average foundational
grant is estimated to take 30-50 hours, state grants may take 60-80 hours, and complex federal
grants may take up to 120 hours.29 These high time constraints limit the ability of staff to direct
their efforts toward their target population and incur greater overhead costs. In addition, grant
awards function primarily on an annual basis. Organizations that have received a grant in
previous years are far more likely to be awarded a repeat grant than a new applicant, further
limiting funding access to smaller or newer international nonprofits with less rapport with the
grant giver. 30

Reliance on a grant-based funding model also forces nonprofits into long bureaucratic processes.
A 2013 survey conducted by the Urban Institute identified five key problem areas for nonprofits
working with government grants and contracts: "complex application processes, burdensome
reporting requirements, payments not covering the full cost of services, [midstream] changes to
government contracts, and late payments."31 Our qualitative respondents also noted that
specificity within grants limits their ability to address administrative costs, including staff wages.
Consequently, the shift to a grant-based revenue model is more difficult and costly to the
international nonprofit sector of Utah. It must be noted, however, that while the grant-based
model is more difficult, grant competition encourages greater accountability for nonprofits to
show effective impact and financial transparency.

Participants in our qualitative study noted that fear of racial and religious differences has put
them out of the running for funding opportunities. One individual explained that the PPP loans
and CARE grants distributed during the pandemic were directed to those already economically
powerful. They also noted a discrepancy in funding awarded to minority organizations (a fact
confirmed by the Diversity in Utah Report).32 This trend is detrimental to such organizations,
given that minority demographics represent a significant percentage. The lack of grants reduces

32 “Diversity in Utah Data Book.” Kem C. Gardner Policy Institute, May 6, 2021.
https://gardner.utah.edu/diversity-in-utah-data-book/.

31 Pettijohn, Sarah L., and Elizabeth T. Boris. Contracts and Grants between Nonprofits and Government. , 2013,
https://www.urban.org/sites/default/files/publication/24256/412968-Contracts-and-Grants-between-Nonprofits-and-
Government.PDF

30Authors , Authors, and Sarah Smith University of Bristol View Profile. “What Happens to Charitable Giving in a
Recession?” Economics Observatory, August 15, 2022.
https://www.economicsobservatory.com/what-happens-to-charitable-giving-in-a-recession#:~:text=While%20recessi
ons%20don't%20necessarily,vulnerable%20is%20likely%20to%20grow.

29Institute, ERI Economic Research. “Salary.” Grant Writer Salary in Salt Lake City, Utah, United States. Accessed
August 24, 2022. https://www.erieri.com/salary/job/grant-writer/united-states/utah/salt-lake-city.

28Institute, ERI Economic Research. “Salary.” Grant Writer Salary in Salt Lake City, Utah, United States. Accessed
August 24, 2022. https://www.erieri.com/salary/job/grant-writer/united-states/utah/salt-lake-city.
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their ability to offer programs specifically directed toward minority populations, thereby
increasing the disparity of services provided by government and non-governmental
organizations.

Unprepared Volunteerism
Due to limited funding from grants and donations, nonprofits rely heavily on volunteers to fill
gaps in talent and resources. This presents a variety of difficulties to international nonprofit
organizations. First, because of the general lack of diversity in Utah, international clientele of
organizations can become a curiosity to volunteers. Participants of the qualitative study noted
that some volunteers come to their organizations so they can "see what a refugee or Muslim
person looks like." Qualitative participants compared it to people going to the zoo to gawking at
interesting animals. They noted that in Utah, people have not been educated about how to
interact with people from different cultural, national, or linguistic backgrounds, therefore
contributing to this inappropriate reaction.

Second, some volunteers can hinder nonprofits' efforts. Qualitative study participants were
particularly upset about high school teachers sending inexperienced youth to volunteer for their
organizations. They explained that these youth arrive with altruistic and often "white saviorism"
mentalities towards issues and, in many cases, lack the professional skills or conduct necessary
to make a valuable contribution to the organization's mission. They can be a drain on resources
and energy. While an abundance of overzealous, underprepared volunteers plague some
organizations, others struggle to bring in fresh faces. One organization reported that it has been
unable to attract new volunteers to support its international cultural exchange programs. Without
younger volunteers or members, this particular nonprofit may age out of existence. This issue
compounded during and following the Covid-19 pandemic as many organizations had to reduce
volunteer numbers and are now struggling to reinstate them.

Change In Administration & Bureaucratic Leadership
Because international nonprofits address the challenges of minority groups and constituencies,
they should be able to rely on the government's bipartisan support for their efforts. Qualitative
participants reported that communication with government entities is sparse, and opportunities
for open dialogue are rare. While large and well-established organizations like the Utah
Nonprofit Association have great government access, they do not represent the specific needs of
internationally focused organizations. Other internationally focused organizations like the World
Trade Center have a significant ability to inform Utah's international economic policy, but again,
the nonprofit sector does not participate in this dialogue. Participants noted a discrepancy in
government support depending on which political party was in power. One organization
explained how funding for their work with refugees evaporated during the Trump administration.
Programs that were expanded or improved during one administration may have to be cut entirely
during another. Unsteady funding results in a yo-yo effect in the often lifesaving services
provided to vulnerable groups.

Employee Retention
Many small nonprofits are unable to offer competitive salaries and benefits for the required talent
in the current inflationary economic climate. As a result, altruistic workers who accept positions
in organizations often move on to higher-paying positions out of necessity. Unfortunately, this
results in low retention rates, high turnover, and less effective programming due to the time
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required for new staff training. To remain competitive, some international nonprofit
organizations offer employees flexible hours or provide them with opportunities for professional
development.

With the pressing financial and social challenges facing Utah's international nonprofits, staff
members frequently face burnout and mental exhaustion. In small organizations, executive
directors often play the role of human resources officer, fundraiser, compliance manager, event
planner, and strategist. While advisory boards are intended to assist in those needs, the brunt of
the labor falls upon the staff members to run a dynamic, growing organization and may require
some executive directors to work more than they would like. Even in a highly-rewarding work
environment, occupational health researchers have demonstrated (perhaps unsurprisingly) that
over-employment is "related to negative mental health change".33

Although there is still some social stigma around acknowledging mental health concerns among
working professionals, many of our participants agreed that this is a challenge for themselves
and their employees. They talked about how the pandemic exacerbated these concerns.
Government funding cuts with a new administration and low program attendance after extensive
preparation were cited as mentally-taxing events. It is likely the cumulative stress of all
challenges mentioned above that contribute to mental health challenges for these organizations.

Corporate Competition
Overall, the social impact trend is poised to help Utah's international nonprofits expand their
efforts. Whenever international events captivate the attention of consumers, many Utah
businesses contact Utah nonprofits to see if they can help make an impact. The Russian invasion
of Ukraine is the latest international event to shift the attention of the private sector to
international affairs. Our focus group participants reported that they were happy to accept help
from outside organizations as long as it did not impact the independence of their work. They said
that it was challenging to ensure that the ways corporations wanted to help were still compatible
with their nonprofit's core values/mission.

Organizational incompatibility may prevent businesses and nonprofits from working together on
causes they both care about. There may be significant challenges ahead for Utah's international
nonprofits if in-house CSR programs begin to compete with their work. Research has shown that
when a for-profit corporation begins to serve the same population or focus on the same issue as a
nonprofit, it can pull away the employees and donors of that organization34. Though some
corporations' in-house programs might be very effective, participants noted that several had
poorly executed CSR initiatives. They explained that these companies are constantly refocusing
their efforts on whatever cause is currently trending. This scattered approach can waste resources
that could otherwise be used to support nonprofits with more effective and efficient programs.

Collective Action Problems

34 Hodgkinson, Virginia A., and Kathryn E. Nelson. "Major Issues Facing America’s Nonprofit Sector." The
Nonprofit Review, vol. 1, no. 2, 2001, pp. 113-118.

33 De Moortel, D., Dragano, N., Vanroelen, C. et al. Underemployment, overemployment and deterioration of mental
health: the role of job rewards. Int Arch Occup Environ Health 91, 1031–1039 (2018).
https://doi.org/10.1007/s00420-018-1345-0
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The greatest problem international nonprofits face in Utah is information spread and access. This
includes both organizational awareness of other like-minded organizations and public awareness
of the organizations.

As aforementioned, Utah is a highly charitable state with large numbers of charitable initiatives.
Executive directors in our qualitative study explained that passionate, well-meaning individuals
(who might have been great volunteers) are starting new, independent nonprofits instead of
researching and supporting organizations that already do the same work. Before and after our
qualitative focus group sessions, participants were eager to connect. They talked with one
another about their organizations' missions and informally shared some of their failures and
successes. Some participants found common ground with others and suggested that some
collaborative work might be mutually beneficial. They exchanged contact information and
planned future conversations.

During the conversations, participants expressed how happy they were to meet people who
shared some of their same passions and problems. Most had never met each other before. Few
were aware of the other organizations before the focus group sessions. Although the Utah
Nonprofit Association exists to provide both educational and collaborative resources to Utah
nonprofits, there is no existing mechanism to help nonprofits focused on similar topics connect.
Our participants acknowledged that this lack of knowledge about the work of others has
frequently led to redundant efforts and competition for funding and clientele. This results in
fewer resources across the board to address the needs of vulnerable populations. Worse still, our
participants explained how many people spend significant sums of money to launch new
nonprofits when already existing nonprofits focus on the same issues. They felt that a lot of
redundancy and competition could be eliminated if those who were passionate enough to launch
an organization would take the time to research and see if anyone else in the state was already
doing that work.

Utah is fortunate to have many passionate individuals who want to do good in their local
communities and the world. But when these energetic individuals are unaware of each other, that
passion can become a weakness. When redundant organizations become aware of each other, it is
often difficult for a merger to occur because of different visions about how a nonprofit should
function. The individualistic strain in Utah's culture pushes people to run with their vision and
organization, even if society would benefit from a more collective approach.

Access to public awareness is an ever-present challenge for international nonprofits. Many
organizations offer programs to youth; however, marketing to select youth populations is
challenging. Qualitative participants described Utah's public schools as fortresses. Fears of
violence and illness have prevented nonprofits from partnering with service-minded students and
clubs. School administrators also fear that if a nonprofit offers an international experience for
one of their students, their school will have to pay for students who cannot afford the same
experience.

Participants also explained that they often struggled to secure donations from individuals who
already give upwards of 10% of their income to religious institutions. Although tithing funds are
used for many different church functions, many members see their donations as direct support for
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low-income individuals and the church's international humanitarian relief efforts. As a result,
tithe-paying church members often do not feel the need to donate to other nonprofit
organizations.
Although social media has made it easier for nonprofits to get their message out, competition in
the attention economy is fierce. Posts on a nonprofit's social media profile must somehow be
able to captivate viewers as they scroll through their feeds. If organizations are unable to
communicate their value, they may lose public confidence and support.35 Successfully harnessing
the power of social media can be challenging, and some organizations may not have the funds to
hire a digital marketer. Our participants acknowledged the power of social media but reported
that they did not have enough money to bring a social media manager into their organizations.
Some have relied on tech-savvy student interns to promote their work on social media, but they
have grown weary of constant turnover as students move on to new positions or new semesters.
Even when they push high-quality content consistently to thousands of followers, their posts are
hardly ever promoted by social media companies' algorithms. These nonprofits suffer financially
and organizationally when their posts do not get in the feeds of their target populations for
programs, volunteers, or donations.

Similarly, Utah's internationally-oriented nonprofits have found it very difficult to get the
attention of journalists working for television news networks, radio programs, or local
publications. Success stories are often small and are considered of little value to a large audience.
Some of the participants felt that if they were able to unite with each other to create a larger
story, they would have a better chance of being promoted by local media outlets. Organizations
with the same mission ultimately compete for focus when a combined effort would be more
effective.

While the Utah Nonprofits Association (UNA) provides resources for new organizations, many
of the nonprofits in our study felt that the UNA does not represent the needs of the state's
internationally-oriented nonprofits, which have unique needs different from the mass of domestic
nonprofit work. When the organizations met at a focus group, many had never heard of one
another. This trend of unintended anonymity is caused by the high financial and time costs of
marketing and networking. First, basic marketing is essential to any nonprofit. It not only offers
services but draws in donors and volunteers, both of which are essential to the nonprofit's
success. Marketing, however, is very costly due to the time expended on tabling events,
soliciting, donor events, and social media presence. Such efforts increase overall administrative
costs that could otherwise be funneled into programs.

Cultural Barriers
Some qualitative participants reported that cultural issues had presented a significant difficulty in
running a successful organization. For example, driver's license tests have become more
inaccessible for those speaking foreign languages due to reduced translation services. With
limited capacity for their own translation services, critical points of integration have become a
massive barrier for organizations supporting newly patriated peoples. Language barriers also
make it difficult for refugees and immigrants to interact with law enforcement, landlords,
shopkeepers, and legal counsels. This complicates the ability to rent quality housing, avoid legal

35 Salamon, Lester M. "The Nonprofit Sector at a Crossroads: The Case of America." Voluntas: International
Journal of Voluntary and Nonprofit Organizations, vol. 10, no. 1, 1999, pp. 5-23.
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issues, and interact efficiently in local economies, thereby relying more on the resources of the
organizations. In addition, our participants reported incidences of subtle and overt discrimination
in communities that made it difficult for them and the people they served to live and work in
Utah.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Utah stands as a growing actor in the larger international economy. Collaboration with
international communities through Utah international nonprofits provides a greater and more
holistic development of Utah as a relevant actor. Our research shows that Utah international
nonprofits provide a significant opportunity for domestic economic success and growth among
domestic populations. They also provide significant help to vulnerable minority populations and
international connectivity for majority populations. Therefore, it is in the best interest of Utah
lawmakers to create and support policies that facilitate the growth and success of international
nonprofits. They can do this in three distinct ways.

First, make federal funding more available to nonprofits through grants and awards. In
2021, Utah received $1.4 billion in American Rescue Plans Act (ARPA) funding for State
allocation independent of the $1.1 billion for local allocation. According to a 2021 report by the
Governor's office, only $571 million in ARPA funds were allocated to projects focusing on
"water development and conservation grants, unemployment insurance, local matching grants,
and public health information system upgrades.” 36 There is little to no information on whether
nonprofits can apply to receive funds from their city or county governments.

Salt Lake Mayor Jenny Wilson said of the funding Salt Lake received, "We will be following the
need and the mandate that was provided by the federal government to return prosperity to
communities throughout and also to address the health demands presented by COVID." 37

International nonprofits address these needs among minority populations of Utah, consequently
making access to these funds a logical response to the federal mandate. The Utah Nonprofits
Association likewise recommends this action in their 2022 Report to the Governor.38 Such
funding access would assist organizations to not only maintain their current programs but expand
them, offering competitive wages for qualified professionals, greater reach to vulnerable
minority communities, and increased opportunities for civic engagement by citizens, which we
have shown to have positive economic benefits.

38 Anderson, A. (2022, May 16). Press release: Pandemic impact on Utah nonprofits include job losses and
reduction of services. Utah Nonprofits Association. Retrieved October 3, 2022, from
https://utahnonprofits.org/about/news-and-updates/item/1116-press-release-pandemic-impact-on-utah-nonprofits-inc
lude-job-losses-and-reduction-of-services

37 Williams, Carter. “How Salt Lake County's Mayor Wants to Spend over $90m in Federal Recovery Funds.”
KSL.com. ksl.com, March 5, 2022.
https://www.ksl.com/article/50359000/how-salt-lake-countys-mayor-wants-to-spend-over-90m-in-federal-recovery-f
unds.

36 “Governor’s Office of Planning and Budget American Rescue Plan Act FAQS.” Governors Office. Accessed
August 24, 2022. https://gopb.utah.gov/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/ARPA-FAQs.pdf.
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Second, Utah's international nonprofits would benefit from increased administrative
growth support, including marketing and outreach, education to the greater community
about the work of nonprofits in Utah, capacity-building efforts and resources, and space
for collaboration and networking. Providing Utah's nonprofits with rudimentary social media
training would likely help them reach more people without spending their limited funds on a new
staff member. Namche Shin of Pace University found that "nonprofit organizations with higher
web traction have greater contributions and grants than others with lower web traction. These
findings suggest that the use of the websites coupled with social media promotes better,
interactive (two-way) communications with the public, as well as fundraising and that "nonprofit
organizations that attract more supporters on the internet and social media can increase charitable
giving."39

Additionally, facilitated connections between media outlets and nonprofit organizations would
assist them in creating a meaningful and iterative relationship, thereby lowering the long-term
cost of marketing. Although the Utah Nonprofit Association exists to provide resources (both
educational and collaborative) to Utah nonprofits, there is no existing mechanism to help
nonprofits focused on similar topics connect. Our participants acknowledged that this lack of
knowledge about the work of others has often led to redundant efforts. While such redundancy
could easily be eliminated through research, the lack of internet presence in many organizations
makes this difficult. The UNA provides a database of Utah nonprofits with information about
their mission and programming; however, access to this information is conditional upon
becoming a paid member of the association. This creates a knowledge gap and limits the overall
effectiveness of the database.

An excellent example of how this can be achieved is seen in the Colorado Posner Center.
Focused on meeting the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals, the Posner Center
works with communities and nonprofits in a model of intentional collaboration. Their database

39 Shin, Namchul. "The Impact of the Web and Social Media on the Performance of Nonprofit Organizations."
Journal of International Technology and Information Management, vol. 27, no. 4, 2018, pp. COV2.
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allows individuals and organizations to search and connect with other organizations with filters
of type, location, goals, or name. See the screenshot from their website community page above.40

The Center also offers a variety of free short courses in conjunction with local universities to
help international organizations improve their social impact. These include Monitoring and
Evaluation, Qualitative Data Collection, Qualitative data Assessment, Data Visualization, and
Program Design. Additionally, the Posner Center offers collaborative workshops where
participating organizations can learn about and apply more equitable practices in respective focus
areas like communications, gender equity, fundraising, etc. The Posner Center Mentoring
Program cultivates mentoring relationships in the Posner Center Community by partnering
organizations with other international development or social impact professionals. The
relationships are intended to support mentors' and mentees' professional development, providing
opportunities to give and receive career support, enrich contributions to international
development, and practice leadership. This Center connects not only organizations and
professionals but also provides information access to individuals and donors looking to get
involved. Implementing a similar organization in Utah would reduce redundancy in
organizations with the same focus and the services they offer, in addition to reducing
administrative costs, funding competition, and competition for volunteers and staff.

The Utah Council for Citizen Diplomacy is currently in the ideation for a Peace and Diplomacy
Center, which would effectively provide the research and support capacity recommended in this
paper. Further collaboration in this effort is possible.

Third, more extensive research about the benefits and barriers international nonprofits in
Utah experience is needed. While these challenges represent barriers to organizational growth
and stability, the lack of research completed or available about international nonprofit
organizations represents a barrier to policymakers in fully addressing the issue and providing
solutions. Therefore, we recommend the following research areas to examine international
nonprofits' intricate benefits to Utah.

1. Utah has been economically stable due to its ever-increasing presence in the international
economy and foreign direct investment (FDI). It is unknown if the international nonprofit
community impacts or facilitates those investments. Understanding this connection could
potentially allow for greater FDI and a bolstered economy.

2. The barriers discussed in this paper, and many more not mentioned in this paper, that
international nonprofits experience has caused many to fail and no longer offer valuable
resources to vulnerable populations in Utah and around the world. A biannual analysis of
what resources are still made available by nonprofits would allow policymakers and other
interested parties to address gaps in the resources offered to vulnerable populations or
adjust support given to international nonprofits.

3. Growing industry and outdoor recreation contribute to Utah’s rapidly growing
population. Little is known about how and if international nonprofits contribute to Utah's
growth in the immigrant community.

Utah's international nonprofit sector is relatively small in the larger picture of economic and
social success. However, its size does not mitigate its importance for Utah residents, whether

40 https://posnercenter.org/who-we-are/community/
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they are served by it or serve with it. These organizations provide economic growth by bringing
in revenue to the state of Utah through grants and by operating as a business that employs staff
and engages volunteers and donors. Furthermore, they provide a sentiment of goodwill and
connectivity between minority and majority communities within Utah and abroad. Investing in
international nonprofit organizations is an investment in the people and businesses of Utah.

SIGNATORIES
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